
7 The Illusion of Coexistence and
Coprosperity: Settler Colonialism in Brazil
and Manchuria

Among Japanese settler communities in Brazil, Aliança deserves special
attention. It was the first community that attempted to put the new
principles of Japanese expansionism that emerged in the 1920s into
practice. As a model project of Japanese settler colonialism in Brazil,
the establishment of Aliança laid the foundation for a new phase of
Japanese expansion during the 1930s and 1940s in both ideology and
practice.

Aliança was the first Japanese overseas community established under
the principle of “coexistence and coprosperity” (kyōzon kyōei or kyōzon
dōei). This principle of expansion challenged Western imperialism and
capitalism by promoting Japan’s own expansion as a mission to bring
genuine peace, liberation, and happiness to the world. During the 1930s,
the very same slogan was used in the puppet state of Manchukuo to
justify escalated Japanese expansion. More broadly, it also served as the
ideological framework of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere
(Daitōa Kyōei Ken), the new world order envisioned by the Japanese
empire during World War II.

In addition to radical ideological divergence, Aliança also saw the
birth of a new model of recruiting and relocating migrants. While
previous Japanese migrants undertook the journey either individually
or under the auspice of migration companies, Aliança migrants collec-
tively moved and resettled in groups that were based on their native
prefectures and villages. Beginning in the late 1930s until the empire’s
demise in 1945, the Aliança model served as a central reference for the
imperial government to relocate hundreds of thousands of rural Japanese
to Manchuria and other parts of Asia.

What also distinguishes Aliança from the all previous migration projects is
that it was the first prefecture-initiated project of migration. It was launched by
the ShinanoOverseasAssociation (ShinanoKaigai Kyōkai) in 1923with support
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from Nagano’s prefectural government.1 Nagano’s success in Brazilian land
acquisition and settler community management brought on a nationwide cam-
paign of building prefectural Overseas Migration Cooperative Societies (Kaigai
Ijū Kumiai) for Brazil-bound migration. As a pioneer of this campaign, Nagano
prefecture became one of the most active participants in the mass migration
movement during the late 1930s. Out of all the prefectures in the archipelago, it
was Nagano that sent out the most men and women to Manchuria.2

The central role of Nagano prefecture in Manchurian migration in the 1930s
and 1940s cannot be fully explained without an understanding of the
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Figure 7.1 The six prefectures that exported the largest numbers of migrants
among all Japanese prefectures to Manchuria from the beginning of the 1930s
to the end of World War II were Nagano, Yamagata, Kumamoto, Fukushima,
Niigata, and Miyagi. However, as the chart illustrates, among these six
prefectures, the number of migrants from Nagano (37,859) was much larger
than the number of migrants from any other prefectures and was even more
than the numbers of migrants from Yamagata (17,177) and Kumamoto
(12,680; the second and third in the rank) combined. See Louise Young,
Japan’s Total Empire: Manchuria and the Culture of Wartime Imperialism
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998), 329–330.

1 The Shinano Overseas Association was named after Shinano no Kuni (State of Shinano), an
ancient state of which the Nagano region was a part.

2 In addition to the migration of men, Nagano prefecture was also one of the earliest and most
activist prefectures to train and settle women to Manchuria in the 1930s. See Aiba Kazuhiko,
Chen Jin, Miyata Sachie, and Nakashima Jun, eds., Manshū “Tairiku no Hanayome” wa Dō
Tsukurareta Ka? (Tokyo: Akashi Shotten, 1996), 348–385.
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prefecture’s participation in Brazilian migration right before it. This chapter
analyzes the process of Japanese community building in Aliança and Nagano
prefecture’s role in it. It also explains how the experience of Japanese migration
in Brazil paved the way for Japan’s later expansion into Manchuria. Through
the story of Nagano prefecture, this chapter illustrates the ways in which the
discourse of Malthusian expansionism drove migration-based expansion at the
prefectural level. The chapter ends with a brief discussion of how the previous
experiences of Japanese migration on both sides of the Pacific were reinter-
preted to support the empire’s expansion on the Asian continent during the
total war.

Nagano Prefecture and Overseas Migration

Out of all the Japanese prefectures, Nagano had one of the longest
histories of overseas migration. Historian Louise Young has traced the
history of emigration promotion of the Prefectural Board of Education
(Shinano Kyōiku Kai) back to 1888.3 Stimulated by multiple wars and
waves of migration, the board encouraged migration to Hokkaido, Taiwan,
Manchuria, and the Korean Peninsula through publications and public
lectures.4 The prefecture’s migration promotion substantially intensified
in the 1910s, when Japanese expansionists began to explore alternative
migration destinations due to anti-Japanese sentiment in North America. In
this context, the expansionists believed that introducing migration prepara-
tion as a central element of Japan’s national education agenda would
enhance the quality of the migrants to forestall Japanese exclusion and to
attract more Japanese subjects to the grand mission of overseas expansion.5

Nagano’s Board of Education responded quickly by adopting the promo-
tion of overseas migration as one of the five principle goals of education in
the prefecture. It published and assigned Shinano Colonial Migration
Reader (Shinano Shokumin Dokuhon), a textbook promoting overseas
migration, to be used in elementary schools. In order to further stimulate
public interest and disseminate information about overseas migration, dur-
ing the next few years the board organized hundreds of events for the
schools of different levels throughout the prefecture, including public
lectures, magic lantern shows, and photo exhibitions.6

Such efforts from Nagano’s Prefectural Board of Education would not have
been possible without cooperation from the Japanese Striving Society. The
society was established by Christian Socialist Shimanuki Hyōdayū in Tokyo in

3 Young, Japan’s Total Empire, 331.
4 Kobayashi Shinsuke, Hitobito wa Naze Manshū e Watatta no Ka: Nagano Ken no Shakai Undō
to Imin (Kyōto: Sekai Shisōsha, 2015), 127–128.

5 Nagata, Kaigai Hatten, 9–19. 6 Nagata, Shinano Kaigai Ijūshi, 50–51.
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1897. Under Shimanuki’s leadership, the society promoted and facilitated the
migration of young Japanese students to the United States as laborers.
Following Shimanuki’s death, Nagata Shigeshi became the president of the
society in 1914. This leadership change ushered in a fundamental shift in the
society’s agenda as a migration organization. While it continued to smuggle
laborers into the United States even after the Gentlemen’s Agreement banned
laborer migration from Japan, it became increasingly focused on exploring
alternative migration destinations, particularly those in South America.

The change of leadership also reflected a discursive shift in Japan’s migration-
based expansion from laborers to agriculture workers. Nagata previously had
edited the North American Agricultural Journal (Hokubei Nōhō), a Japanese
American agricultural journal based in San Francisco, and now he quickly
directed the society’s migration promotion to target the rural population.
A Nagano native, he also moved the geographical focus of the society’s promo-
tion from urban Tokyo to the countryside of Nagano. Working closely with the
Nagano Prefectural Board of Education, the society provided speakers for most
of the public lectures organized by the board during the 1910s. At the peak of the
lecture campaign, between 1915 and 1916, Nagata alone delivered 250 lectures
that were attended by a total of 120,000 prefecture residents.7

Nagata found a collaborator on the other side of the Pacific Ocean in Wako
Shungorō, another Nagano native. Like Nagata, Wako migrated to the United
States immediately after the Russo-Japanese War. Disappointed by institu-
tionalized racism, Wako remigrated to Brazil after the passage of California
Alien Land Law of 1913. In the state of São Paulo, he served as the editor of
a Japanese immigrant newspaper Noticias Do Brazil (Burajiru Jihō;
Brazilian Times) and became an active promoter of Nagano migration to
Brazil.8

By the end of the 1910s, hundreds of Nagano residents had migrated to
Iguape in the state of San Paulo as farming settlers, and they soon constituted
a majority of the Japanese settlers in the Registro region.9 By the late 1910s,
Japanese communities in Iguape were, to various degrees, plagued by financial
difficulties. Under pressure from Tokyo, the administrative authority of all
these communities was transferred into the Kaikō’s hands in 1919.
Unsatisfied with this change, Nagata and Wako began to plan for an autono-
mous settler community in Brazil. They conceived that such a community,

7 Ibid., 51.
8 Kimura Kai, “Wako Shungorō no Kieta Ashiato o Tadoru,” Ariansa Tsūshin, no. 13 (August 1,
2003), www.gendaiza.org/aliansa/lib/1301.html.

9 Kimura Kai, “Ariansa to Shinano Kaigai Kyōkai,” Ariansa Tsūshin, no. 8 (November 30, 2000),
www.gendaiza.org/aliansa/lib/0803.html and Kimura Kai, “Ariansa e no michi,” Ariansa
Tsūshin, no. 23 (July 30, 2008), www.gendaiza.org/aliansa/lib/23–05.html.
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primarily made up of Nagano natives, would be independent from both the
imperial government and the Kaikō.10

In order to fund their land purchase and other expenses along the way, Nagata
and Wako formed the Shinano Overseas Association (Shinano Kaigai Kyōkai)
with cooperation from the prefecture government, the Board of Education, and the
Japanese Striving Society. With the governor of Nagano and the head of the
Prefectural Diet as its director and vice director, the association was
a semigovernmental, nonprofit migration organization funded by both public grants
and private donations. Established in 1922, the association gradually expanded
beyond Nagano prefecture and Japan itself, establishing branches in Tokyo, San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Mexico, Brazil, the Korean Peninsula, Manchuria, and
China proper through a network of Nagano natives. It conducted a variety of
activities such as hosting public lectures, publishing an official journal called
Beyond the Seas (Umi no Soto), sponsoring investigative trips, as well as building
Japanese communities in Asia and South America.11

Migration promotion in Nagano demonstrated how Malthusian expansionism
worked at the prefectural level. As early as 1899, due to a shortage of farmland
within the prefecture, Nagano’s Board of Education had already begun to perceive
a necessity of relocating farmers to Hokkaido and Taiwan.12 The logic of
Malthusian expansionism later gained more adherents amongst Nagano expansio-
nists who were disappointed by Japanese exclusion in North America. The open-
ing article in the inaugural issue ofUmi no Soto in 1922 was the script of a speech
of Nagano governor Okada Tadahiko, delivered at the founding ceremony of the
journal and titled “TheOverseasDevelopment of Nagano People.”Okada claimed
that the Japanese people were troubled by poverty because the country had one of
the highest population densities in the world, even while white people all over the
world enjoyed a more prosperous life because of their low population densities.
The population of the United States, for example, was smaller than that of Japan
while its territory was much larger. The population densities of the United
Kingdom, Belgium, and the Netherlands were originally as high as that of
Japan, but their people were able to enjoy spacious land resources because these
countries engaged in overseas expansion. The British had acquired Canada,
Australia, India, and some territories in Southeast Asia and Africa, the Belgians
took Congo, while the Dutch claimed the Dutch East Indies. These white settlers,
Okada further pointed out, not only occupied foreign land throughout the world
but also set aside these territories for their own descendants by excluding others.13

10 Nagata Shigeshi, Burajiru ni Okeru Nihonjin Hattenshi, vol. 2 (Tokyo: Burajiru ni Okeru
Nihonjin Hattenshi Kenkōkai, 1953), 32–34.

11 Nagata, Shinano Kaigai Ijūshi, 57–66.
12 Kobayashi, Hitobito wa Naze Manshū e Watatta no Ka, 127.
13 Okada Tadahiko, “Nagano Kenjin no Kaigai Hatten,” Umi no Soto 1, no. 1 (1922): 1–4.
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After presenting the unequal state of land resource distribution around the
world, Okada emphasized that the Malthusian crisis was particularly severe in
Nagano. As the prefecture had relatively little arable land, its farmers had to
plant crops on mountaintops and still could barely make ends meet. To make
things worse, the speed of population growth in Nagano was faster than the
national average, which was already among the highest of the world. To rescue
the prefecture from Malthusian doom, it was imperative for Nagano residents,
like the Westerners, to set out and explore land overseas. The prefecture’s
unfavorable natural environment, Okada predicted with confidence, had made
Nagano people every bit capable as the Anglo-Saxons to overcome challenging
environments around the world.14

As Okawa Heikichi, another speaker at the ceremony, would remind the
same audience, however, population growth itself was not a bad thing at all.
A Nagano native, Okawa served the imperial government as the head of the
Bureau of Statistics. He argued that while international competitions of the day
took a variety of forms, the winners were always nations with growing popula-
tions. The Jewish people, for example, were able to maintain their strength
through population growth even though they did not have a home country.With
their unparalleled solidarity and growth rate, the Japanese had a most promis-
ing future. Remarkably, Okawa used racial discrimination against Japanese
immigrants in the United States to prove his point. He argued that the exclusion
of the Japanese was rooted in the fear of white Americans because the Japanese
people had the highest fertility rate among all the ethnic groups in the United
States. While America was closing its doors, Okawa pointed out, Brazil was
waiting for the Japanese with its spacious and empty land for the taking. By
migrating to Brazil, the Japanese could not only explore and acquire local
resources but also ensure that the Japanese population would continue its
superior growth rate.15

Aliança, Malthusian Expansionism, and the Illusion
of Coexistence and Coprosperity

Themost significant campaign that the Nagano prefecture accomplished during
the 1920s was the founding of Aliança in Brazil in 1923. Like Iguape, the
farming community of Aliança was built by taking advantage of the 1907 law
of the state of São Paulo that provided subsidies and land concessions to any
migration company that would bring in agricultural settlers. The successful
promotion campaign in Nagano, however, made Aliança the first Japanese
community in Brazil that was primarily composed of farmers directly migrat-
ing from Japan, not those who arrived in Brazil initially as plantation laborers

14 Ibid. 15 Ogawa Heikichi, “Kaigai Ijūsha no Shitō,” Umi no Soto 1, no. 1 (1922): 9–11.
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and then turned into farmers. With the continuous inflow of migration, the
population of Aliança grew steadily from 54 settlers in 16 households to 1,335
settlers in 280 households from 1924 to 1934.16

Even more significantly, Aliança was the first Japanese overseas community
that was established to consciously exemplify the new model of Japanese
migration-driven expansion based on the principle that later came to be
known as “coexistence and coprosperity.” Along with Japan-centered Pan-
Asianism, coexistence and coprosperity served as the overarching discourse
legitimizing Japanese expansion in Asia beginning in the 1930s, eventually
becoming the ideological basis of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere.
Historians have long dismissed this slogan as a piece of empty propaganda that
merely testified to the hypocrisy of Japanese imperialism and militarism, yet as
the following paragraphs will illustrate, kyōzon kyōei, as the core principle of
this new version of Japanese expansion, emerged as early as the 1920s during
Japan’s mass migration to Brazil. It was a product of specific international and
domestic factors of the day and included multiple dimensions of meaning.
Analyzing how the discourse of coexistence and coprosperity emerged will
also help to elucidate the ideological and organizational connection between
Japanese migration to Brazil in the 1920s and 1930s and later Japanese colonial
expansion in Northeast Asia until the end of World War II.

First and foremost, as an expansionist discourse, coexistence and coprosper-
ity was a direct response to the exclusion of Japanese from North America. It
claimed that unlike racist Caucasians, the Japanese would treat people of color
as equal partners. Both Nagata Shigeshi and Wako Shungorō, central figures in
the establishment of Aliança, had experienced institutionalized white racism
against Japanese immigrants firsthand in California. As early as 1917, Nagata
published a book that defined white Americans as hypocrites who only paid lip
service to justice and freedom. As he pointed out, “Their freedom was the
freedom of the white Americans, not the freedom of the colored people. Their
equality was the equality among the Euro-Americans, not the equality among
different races of the entire world!” In the same book, Nagata also connected
American anti-Japanese campaigns with white racism against black people in
the United States and against the colonized people within the British Empire.
He recalled his conversations with an African American and three Indians in
California. The black person complained to Nagata that while African
Americans were liberated from racial slavery, they were subject to racial
segregation and discrimination in almost every aspect of US society.
Similarly, the three Indians lamented that in all colonies of the British
Empire around the world, Asians were excluded from benefits and opportu-
nities enjoyed by the British. Both the African Americans and the Indians,

16 Nagata, Shinano Kaigai Ijūshi, 92.
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according to Nagata, saw Japan as the only possible liberator who would
destroy the tyranny of white racism and imperialism. They pledged their
allegiance to the Japanese empire if it would fight a war against the United
States and the United Kingdom.17

As a faithful Malthusian expansionist, Nagata had no doubt that the destiny
of the Japanese empire lay in overseas expansion. However, he further glorified
Japanese expansion as a righteous mission to defeat global white hegemony by
leading and uniting all peoples of color, thereby bringing genuine peace, free-
dom, and equality to the entire world. In his imagination, the people in Latin
America, already suffering from the tyranny of white racism, were waiting for
the Japanese empire to take on this global mission as their liberators – unlike
the hypocritical white settlers, the Japanese would truly cohabit and cooperate
with other racial groups.18 As a reaction to the anti-Japanese campaigns in the
United States, the racial denotation of coexistence and coprosperity made the
project of Aliança particularly appealing to Japanese American immigrants.
A substantial portion of its initial fund for land acquisition was contributed by
Japanese Americans, and some issei also migrated to Aliança permanently.19

The slogan of “coexistence and coprosperity” was quickly enshrined by other
Japanese expansionists as a general guideline for Japanese migration to Brazil
as well as other destinations.20

Its professed antiracist principle, however, only masked the Japanese empire
builders’ desire to overtake white men as the champion in the global racial
hierarchy. In fact, the very name of Aliança spoke to this slogan’s inherent
hypocrisy. As was customary of naming organizations affiliated with Nagano
prefecture, the new community was originally to be named Shinano colony
(Shinano Shokuminchi). Yet this name was scrapped because the word Shinano
sounded similar to Chino, the Portuguese word for Chinese. The Japanese
founders wanted to avoid being confused with the Chinese, who were consid-
ered inferior in both Japan and Brazil. As a goodwill gesture, Wako Shungorō
eventually named the community Aliança, meaning “alliance” in Portuguese.21

From its very start, an understanding of racial hierarchy thus was ingrained in
the slogan of “coexistence and coprosperity.”

Nagata described the residents in Brazil as products of miscegenation
between the Portuguese, the aborigines, and African immigrants. He argued
that as a result of their mixed racial origin, the Brazilians not only harbored no
racism against the Japanese migrants but also had little sense of nationhood.
They had no plan to reserve the spacious land of their country exclusively for
their own use, nor did they have the ambition to conduct colonial expansion

17 Nagata, Kaigai Hatten, 19–21. 18 Ibid., 21–22.
19 Nagata, Shinano Kaigai Ijūshi, 83–84.
20 See, for example, Arai, “Shokumin to Kyōiku,” 84.
21 Nagata, Shinano Kaigai Ijūshi, 79–80.
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themselves, all of these making them extremely pliable to Japanese
manipulation.22 This racial hierarchy was later replicated in the relationship
between the Japanese and the other peoples of Asia as coexistence and copros-
perity became the guiding ideology of the empire’s expansion in Asia during
the 1930s and 1940s.

Second, aside from the professed antiracism element, coexistence and
coprosperity was also a discourse of internationalism that emerged in Japan
right after World War I in an era of Wilsonianism. Working in conjunction with
Malthusian expansionism, it described the exportation of surplus Japanese
population overseas as a mission to bring civilization and peace to the world.
As a victor of the Great War, Japan responded quickly to the call for interna-
tional cooperation in maintaining the security of the imperial world order in
post–World War I era. Politicians, businessmen, and opinion leaders, old and
new, urged their fellow countrymen to abandon traditional militarism in favor
of the new and peaceful way of expansion through trade and migration. The
purpose of expansion was no longer to conquer foreign land through warfare
but to bring peace and progress to the entire humankind.23

As Diet member Tsuzaki Naotake pointed out in 1929, Aliança was a pioneer
of Japan’s new approach in global expansion.24 By exporting surplus popula-
tion to the less populated and less developed land abroad, the Japanese empire
was helping local people to tap the sources of wealth and bringing enlight-
enment and prosperity to remote corners of the world. Migration of the rural
poor from Nagano to Aliança as farmers instead of laborers fitted well with this
magnanimous image of Japanese expansion. Unlike the labor migrants who
had little investment in the long-term outlook of the host country, the agricul-
tural migrants were joining the local society as permanent members. To high-
light the difference between the model of Aliança and the previous model of
migration that exported Japanese laborers to Brazilian coffee plantations,
Nagata argued that the goal of Aliança was to “cultivate people rather than
coffee” (kōhī yori hito wo tsukure).25

The success of the Aliança project spurred even more enthusiasm for
Japanese land acquisition in Brazil in the name of peaceful expansion and
shared development. Expansionists in Tokyo began to look beyond the state of
São Paulo and sought to establish similar Japanese communities in other parts
of Brazil. In 1928, Brazilian Colonization Company Limited purchased 74,750
acres of land in northern Paraná, where the Japanese farming community of
Tres Barras was established in the early 1930s.26 In the same year, answering
the call of the Japanese prime minister and minister of foreign affairs, Tanaka

22 Nagata, Nōson Jinkō Mondai to Ishokumin, 219.
23 Iriye, “Failure of Economic Expansionism,” 251–259.
24 Tsuzaki Naotake, “Nihon no Genjō to Kaigai Hatten,” Rikkō Sekai, no. 300 (December 1929): 9.
25 Nagata, Shinano Kaigai Ijūshi, 134. 26 Tsuchida, “Japanese in Brazil,” 266–267.
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Gi’ichi, a group of Japanese entrepreneurs founded the South America
Colonization Company (Nanbei Takushoku Kabushiki Gaisha, or Nantaku
for short). Nantaku was created to take advantage of the state of Pará’s policy
of attracting foreign immigrants to develop the Amazon Basin. Dionysio
Benetes, the governor of Pará, granted Nantaku one million hectares of land,
including six hundred thousand hectares in the municipality of Acará and four
hundred thousand in the municipality of Monte Alegre. In Acará, the company
built its colony around Tomé-Acu.27 Nantaku, however, did not limit its
ambition to land acquisition in the Amazon Basin; it sought to raise more
funds from the archipelago to acquire land in other parts of Brazil as well. The
map in figure 7.2, marking out the land prices of all states in Brazil, was
published by Nantaku in the journal Shokumin in 1928.

Figure 7.2 This map was made by the South America Colonial Company
based on a 1920 survey that marked the land prices of different states in Brazil
in thousands of Brazilian reals. Shokumin 7, no. 12 (December 1928): 71.

27 Ibid., 271.
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Coexistence and coprosperity’s claim of internationalism, like its supposed
pursuit of racial equality, did not come to pass in Aliança. After all, the ultimate
goal of building Aliança was not to usher in global peace but to see if this new
model of migration-driven expansion was indeed tenable.28 The Aliança model
rejected the traditional conquest of sword and fire in favor of spade and hoe.
However, the shift occurred not because expansionists wished to share the
benefits of migration with the Brazilians but because they perceived this model
as a better one to put down the roots of the Japanese empire in South America.
Even during the height of Japanese immigration, Aliança failed to live up to its
cosmopolitan promise. Until 1936, when the annual number of Japanese
migrants to Brazil began to drop sharply, the inhabitants of Aliança were almost
entirely Japanese.29

Third, coexistence and coprosperity was also an agrarian discourse that had its
root in the growing agrarianist movement in Japan during the 1920s and 1930s.
Japanese expansionists promoted it as the embodiment of a community-building
spirit from ancient Japan that was centered on self-sufficiency and mutual aid.
Many of the leading agrarianists of the day, including Tachibana Kōzaburō,
Gondō Seikyō, and Katō Kanji, attributed Japan’s rural depression to the capi-
talist economic system and individualism – evils that were imported from the
West. For them, the remedy for the ills plaguing the Japanese countryside was to
return to Japan’s traditional rural-centered life and mode of production. Shaped
by the agrarianist movement of the day, the principle of coexistence and copros-
perity called for owner-farmer-based collective farming in which all members of
a village would preserve their economic autonomy while maintaining mutual
support. In the minds of the agrarianists, subsistence farming was the ideal way
of living because villagers would not rely on others or exploit them. Through
mutual aid, each village would achieve self-sufficiency at the community level.30

Such self-sufficiency and autonomy, the agrarianists believed, would rescue the
Japanese countryside from capitalist exploitation and individualist self-interest.

This agrarianist approach was put into practice through the rapid expansion
of the Producers’ Cooperative Association (Sangyō Kumiai) among Japanese
farmers during the 1920s. This association was founded in 1900 in Japan with
the aim to protect the economic interests of low-income farmers and workers
through mutual aid. In 1921, the imperial government endorsed the formation

28 Historian Akira Iriye argues that the Japanese empire did not seek to challenge the post–World
War I global imperial order, but sought to conduct its own expansion by following its principles.
See Iriye, “Failure of Economic Expansionism,” 239–240.

29 Beginning in 1936, the Japanese immigration slowed down and stopped due to immigration
restrictions in Brazil. Accordingly, the Japanese population in Aliança began to decrease and
more and more Brazilian settlers began to move in. Nagano Ken Kaitaku Jikōkai Manshū
Kaitakushi Kankōkai, Nagano Ken Manshū Kaitaku Shi: Sōhen (Nagano-shi: Nagano Ken
Kaitaku Jikōkai Manshū Kaitakushi Kankōkai, 1984), 113.

30 Hon’iden Yoshio, “Nōson to Kyōdō,” Ie no Hikari 3, no. 1 (January 1927): 10–13.
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Figure 7.3 Cartoon from the first page of the January 1927 issue of Ie no
Hikari. It promoted the slogan of coexistence and coprosperity (Kyōzon Dōei)
as a spirit of the Producers’ Cooperative Association. Isolation and
selfishness, as this picture indicated, would lead only to extinction.
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of a national headquarters of the Association (Zenkoku Rengōkai) under the
newly revised Producers’ Cooperative Law (Sangyō Kumiai Hō). The number
of association members reached 3.64million in 1925, almost half of them being
farmers. To monitor and manage the association’s activities, the government
established the Department of the Producers’ Cooperation under the Ministry
of Agriculture and Forestry (Nōrinshō) in the same year.31 At the same time, the
association began to publish its official magazine, the Light of Family (Ie no
Hikari). Promoting owner-farmer-based collective farming under the principle
of coexistence and coprosperity, the magazine grew into one of the most
popular periodicals in rural Japan during the 1930s, reaching one million in
monthly circulation by 1935.32

The founders of Aliança did not believe that the domestic agrarianist move-
ment alone would be sufficient to save the Japanese countryside. For them,
overseas migration was the ultimate solution. However, they did loyally follow
the agrarianist principles of community building in their migration campaigns.
Aliança was first conceived when Nagata Shigeshi and Wako Shungorō were
disappointed by the Kaikō taking over the management of Japanese commu-
nities in Iguape. Certain that a settler community’s autonomy was of the utmost
importance, they began to undertake the first prefecture-centered migration
project. While Aliança received financial aid from the imperial government, it
was established as a farming community independent from managerial inter-
vention of both the Kaikō and the imperial government.33

In addition to its prized autonomy, Aliança also followed the principle of
collective farming. Unlike Western colonial expansions that allowed the elites
to monopolize wealth and power, Nagata argued, Japanese overseas expansion
should benefit the common people.34 To this end, the Aliança project was
derived from the growth of Producers’ Cooperative Association in Japan.
Different from previous campaigns that recruited migrants from all over the
country, Aliança’s fund-raising and recruitment campaigns were conducted
with in Nagano prefecture. Aliança’s settlers were primarily Nagano farmers
who were expected to possess a strong sense of community and willingness for
mutual aid because of their homegrown ties. To ensure its socioeconomic
autonomy, Aliança had facilities such as construction companies, a rice mill,
and a coffee refinery in addition to its administrative office, clinic, elementary
school, hotel, dormitories, church, and newspaper agency.35

The establishment of Aliança by the Shinano Overseas Association paved
the way for a wave of prefecture-based Japanese expansion projects in Brazil.
The overseas associations of Tottori, Toyama, and Kumamoto, with support

31 Tagawa Mariko, “‘Imin’ Shichō no Kiseki” (PhD diss., Yūshōdō Shuppan, 2005), 105.
32 Ibid., 109. 33 Kimura, “Ariansa to Shinano Kaigai Kyōkai.”
34 Nagata Shigeshi, “Sangyō Kumiai no Kaigai Enchō,” Rikkō Sekai, no. 232 (April 1924): 3.
35 Nagata, Shinano Kaigai Ijūshi, 91–92.
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Figure 7.4 Copy of the front cover of the inaugural issue of Ie no Hikari,
published in May 1925, with the words “coexistence” and “coprosperity”
(kyōzon dōei) on top. These words, like the motto of the Producers’
Cooperative Association, appeared on the cover of almost every issue of the
journal.
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from their own prefectural governments, acquired lands adjacent to Aliança
and established migrant communities. Replicating Aliança’s prefecture-
centered model, Tottori’s community was formed in 1926 as Aliança II.
Toyama and Shinano Overseas Associations collaborated to build Aliança III
in 1927, while Kumamoto Overseas Association established Vila Nova during
the same year.36

To further encourage prefecture-centered collective migration to Brazil, the
Imperial Diet in 1927 enacted the Overseas Migration Cooperative Societies
Law (Kaigai Ijū Kumiai Hō). This legislation facilitated the formation of an
Overseas Migration Cooperative Society (Kaigai Ijū Kumiai) in each prefec-
ture that raised funds and recruited migrants based on the model of the
Producers’ Cooperative Association. In order to synchronize the campaigns
in each prefecture, the government also established the Federation of Overseas
Migration Cooperative Societies. The fact that Umetani Mitsusada, the former
governor of Nagano who played a key role in the establishment of Aliança,
served as the first director of the federation testified to the impact of Aliança on
this movement.37

The agrarianist spirit of self-sufficiency and mutual aid also became
a requirement for Japanese overseas migrants in general. In a 1928 issue of
Shokumin (Colonial Review), its editor Naitō Hideo reminded his readers that
the issue of overpopulation had caused numerous social problems in Japan,
including economic depression, greater social inequality, and the monopoliza-
tion of wealth and power by a small group of elites. Naitō urged his countrymen
to explore new land abroad where they could establish progressive societies
with equality for all through the spirit of coexistence and coprosperity. “I
believe,” he contended, “the success of colonial migration is not valued by
the amount of money or wealth you make. Instead, it is . . . judged by whether
you can achieve true freedom and live together with each other in happiness
and equality.”38

However, like the internationalist and racial equality aspects of coexistence
and coprosperity, its self-proclaimed agrarianist dimension also turned out to
be a mere illusion. None of the three settler communities (Bastos, Tieté, and
Tres Barras) established by Burataku, the agent of the Federation of Overseas
Migration Cooperative Societies in Brazil, copied the prefecture-centered
model of Aliança. Due to financial and organizational barriers, they all became
mixed communities that had settlers from all over the archipelago.39 Moreover,

36 Ibid., 95–96; Tsuchida, “Japanese in Brazil,” 267.
37 Nagata Shigeshi, “Sangyō Kumiai no Kaigai Enchō,” Rikkō Sekai, no. 232 (April 1924): 3.
38 Nagata, Shinano Kaigai Ijūshi, 91–92. Shokumin 7, no. 6 (June 1928): 1.
39 Kimura Kai, “Ikken Isson Kara Ikkatsu Daiijūchi e,” in “Ariansa Undō no Rekishi (3): Burajiru

Ijūshi no Nazo–Kaigai Ijū Kumiai Hō,” Ariansa Tsūshin, no. 26 (August 1, 2009), www
.gendaiza.org/aliansa/lib/26–05.html.
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Aliança II, Aliança III, and Vila Nova quickly lost their autonomy. Due to
financial and political pressure from the federation, the leadership of these three
communities was handed over from the Overseas Migration Associations of
Tottori, Toyama, and Kumamoto to the Burataku soon after their establishment.
Collective farming also turned out to be detrimental to Aliança’s well-being as

Figure 7.5 Cover of a brochure for the migration of Japanese owner-farmers
to Brazil published by the Federation of Overseas Migration Cooperative
Societies in March 1932. This brochure was distributed by the Overseas
Migration Cooperative Society in Kagawa prefecture. National Diet Library,
Japan, 100 Years of Japanese Emigration to Brazil, www.ndl.go.jp/brasil/e/
data/R/042/042-001r.html.
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individual farmers’ economic condition successively deteriorated. Though it
managed to maintain the autonomy of Aliança for more than a decade, the
Shinano Overseas Association eventually handed the community over to
Burataku in 1938 due to financial problems.40

From Aliança to Manchuria: The Heyday of Malthusian
Expansionism

Japan’s military expansion in Manchuria in 1931 and the formation of
Manchukuo as the empire’s puppet state inspired Japanese expansionists to
reconsider Northeast Asia as an optimal migration destination. By the mid-
1930s, migration promoters, old and new, had not only debated about strategies
and plans but also conducted a number of experimental migration campaigns
under sponsorship from the military. None of these campaigns prevailed,
however, due to violent Chinese resistance as well as the lower living cost of
local farmers that the Japanese farmers failed to compete with in Manchuria.41

Though anxiously seeking ways to lift the countryside out of depression, Tokyo
did not offer substantial policy support for migration to Manchuria.

The malaise of migration toManchuria was in stark contrast with – as well as
partially a result of – the further development of Japanese expansion in Brazil
during the first half of the 1930s. Though Brazil’s coffee economy took
a serious hit from a sudden price drop during global depression, the country
in general continued to welcome migrants from Japan as plantation laborers
and farmers due to shrinking immigration numbers from Italy and Portugal.
The number of annual Japanese migrants to Brazil kept growing from the
1920s. In 1932, Japanese accounted for 37 percent of the immigrants who
entered Brazil, becoming the largest group of immigrants in terms of annual
number. The inflow of Japanese migrants reached its peak in 1933 and 1934,
with about twenty-three thousand migrants each year that accounted for an
absolute majority of the overall number of immigrants to Brazil.42

The early 1930s was also marked by further growth of Japanese communities
in Brazil. In response to the commonwealth nations’ boycott against Japanese
textile in 1932, Tokyo turned from India to Brazil as Japan’s cotton supplier.43

Technical assistance from Tokyo and financial subsidies from major Japanese
textile companies began to pour into Japanese Brazilian communities to sti-
mulate cotton cultivation. It contributed to the prosperity of Japanese agricul-
ture in Brazil in general and the success of cotton production in particular
throughout the 1930s. By 1939, the Japanese communities in São Paulo single-

40 Nagano Ken Kaitaku Jikōkai Manshū Kaitakushi Kankōkai, Nagano Ken Manshū Kaitaku Shi,
113–114.

41 Wilson, “New Paradise,” 261–273. 42 Tsuchida, “Japanese in Brazil,” 235, 241.
43 Ibid., 310.
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handedly contributed 20.4 percent of the state’s annual agricultural output. In
terms of cotton, Japanese communities accounted for asmuch as 43.3 percent.44

Until the outbreak of the Pacific War in 1941, Japanese communities in Brazil
continued to serve as one of the major cotton suppliers for the textile industry of
the Japanese empire.45

Compared with the success of Japanese expansion in Brazil, Manchuria
appeared much less attractive to common farmers and migration promoters
even after the empire secured military and political control of Manchuria
between 1931 and 1932. By 1936, despite enthusiastic support from the
Kwantung Army, none of the Japanese migration endeavors in Manchuria
prevailed.46 During the early 1930s, even some Japanese government officials
maintained that Brazil was a better place for Japanese migration than
Manchuria would be.47

Two political changes in the mid-1930s, however, altered this situation.
Japanese military expansion in Manchuria led to a resurgence of “ yellow
peril” rhetoric in Brazil. The idea of protecting the nation from Japanese
imperialism joined forces with the old race-based anti-Japanese sentiment
that first emerged in Brazil during the first two decades of the twentieth
century.48 The constitution of 1934 following the Vargas Revolution eventually
included an amendment modeled after the Immigration Act of 1924 in the
United States. It imposed a 2 percent annual quota of the numbers of immi-
grants from each nation based on the numbers of the existing immigrants who
had arrived in the past half a century. Based on this quota, only 2,775 (later
revised to 2,849) Japanese subjects were allowed for immigration.49 Though
the amendment did not immediately come into effect, Japanese immigration
still plummeted in response – from more than 23,000 in 1933 to fewer than
2,000 in 1941.50

Japan’s migration-driven expansion eventually took another major direction
change in 1936, shifting its destination from South America to Manchuria. As
the Japanese military dramatically increased its political influence following
the February 26 Incident, the Hiroda Kōki cabinet successfully turned the
Kwangtung Army’s agenda of mass migration to Manchuria into a national
policy. The imperial government began to organize a project that would
relocate five million farmers in one million households from Japan to

44 Ibid., 307.
45 “Establishment of the Quota System and Movements for Japanese Immigrants Exclusion,” in

100 Years of Japanese Emigration to Brazil.
46 See Wilson, “New Paradise,” 264–277. 47 See ibid., 258.
48 Tsuchida, “Japanese in Brazil,” 289–290.
49 Jeffery Lesser, Negotiating National Identity: Immigrants, Minorities, and the Struggle for

Ethnicity in Brazil (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1999), 120.
50 Tsuchida, “Japanese in Brazil,” 239.
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Manchuria within the next two decades.51 The heyday of migration to
Manchuria had begun.

After the Manchurian Incident, and with the same passion that they pre-
viously had demonstrated for Brazil-bound migration, the elites of Nagano
prefecture quickly responded to the political changes in Northeast Asia.
Aliança pioneers such as the Shinano Overseas Association, the Prefectural
Board of Education, the Japanese Striving Society, and the prefectural govern-
ment enthusiastically committed themselves to the promotion of migration to
Manchuria long before the imperial government had launched its mass migra-
tion project in 1936.52 By the end of World War II, Nagano had sent out the
largest number of migrants to Manchuria among all the prefectures. The
number of migrants from Nagano was more than twice the number from
Yamagata, which came in second, and was just slightly less than the combined
figure of migrants fromYamagata, Kumamoto, and Fukushima (ranked second,
third, and fourth).53 The readiness of Nagano prefecture in migration to
Manchuria could not be fully explained without understanding the important
role the prefecture had played in migration to Brazil a decade earlier.

The story of Nagano prefecture during the 1920s and 1930s reveals the
intrinsic connections between Japanese migration to Brazil and Manchuria.
Malthusian expansionism, which had justified Japanese migration to Brazil,
continued to serve as the central principle for Japan’s expansion in Manchuria.
This new migration campaign saw the coinage of the term “lifeline” (seimei-
sen), indicating that the rich and conveniently empty land in Northeast Asia,
similar to the empire’s source of wealth (fugen) in South America of yesteryear,
would provide a panacea to Japan’s social problems brought on by overpopula-
tion. In the logic of Malthusian expansionism, Manchuria was now vital to
Japan’s continued existence as an empire – for the sake of self-defense, the
Japanese needed to occupy and colonize it.54

The outwardly benevolent discourse of coexistence and coprosperity that
guided Japanese expansion in Brazil remained in effect for its Manchurian
expansion. In fact, it became enshrined as the guideline of racial relations in
Manchukuo: different from the Anglo-Saxons who not only invaded the
domain of peoples of color but also excluded Asian immigrants from their
territories, the Japanese would treat all people around the world equally and
lead them to establish a new world of genuine peace.55 The Japanese pointed to
the supposed racial harmony with local residents achieved by Japanese com-
munities in Brazil as evidence that they would be able to accomplish the same

51 Tagawa, “‘Imin’ Shichō no Kiseki,” 129–130.
52 Nagano Ken Kaitaku Jikōkai Manshū Kaitakushi Kankōkai, Nagano Ken Manshū Kaitaku Shi,

89, 150–166.
53 Young, Japan’s Total Empire, 329–330. 54 Ibid., 89.
55 Nagata, Nōson Jinkō Mondai to Ishokumin, 212.
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task in Manchuria.56 As it was in Brazil, far from simply dumping the surplus
people onto the Asian continent, the empire expected the migrants to be the
vanguard in the fight for a new Japan-centered world order.

The expected roles of the migrants were clarified in a 1938 anthology titled
Agriculture and the Building of East Asia (Tōa Kensetsu to Nōgyō). The book
outlined the government’s plan of accelerating farmer migration to Manchuria
in order to support the total war. Aside from an essay by Katō Kanji, it also
featured the writings of Ishiguro Tadaatsu and Kodaira Gon’ichi, central figures
in the government’s agricultural section, as well as Nasu Shiroshi, the leading
agrarianist scholar. The book’s contributors believed that not everyone in Japan
was qualified to shoulder the task of agricultural expansion. Only the owner-
farmers, they argued, were competent empire builders under the principle of
coexistence and coprosperity.

Katō Kanji’s essay pointed out that the owner-farmers’ spirit of self-
sufficiency was essential for the Japanese to cohabit and coprosper with others
in Manchuria. Businessmen and landlords, he argued, made profits by exploit-
ing others, thus their settlement in Manchuria could only create conflicts
between the colonists and the local people. In contrast, owner-farmers were
the sons of toil who earned their own bread and clothes by their bare hands.
Since their livelihood did not depend on exploiting others, they could live
peacefully with their neighbors and exchange knowledge, technology, and
goods with them on an equal footing.57

Nasu Shiroshi’s piece reaffirmed Katō’s arguments from another angle
by integrating the principle of coexistence and coprosperity into the school
of Pan-Asianism. The production mode of owner-farmers, Nasu believed,
represented the success and superiority of Japanese agriculture. According
to Nasu, despite some difficulties, the Japanese empire was able to accom-
modate a huge number of farmers within an extremely small size of land,
all the while maintaining a high standard of civilization. No other nation
on earth could boast the same achievement, and the Japanese were able to
achieve such an extraordinary success only after a long period of hard
work, beginning in the Meiji era, in combining universal scientific princi-
ples with East Asian characteristics. This experience made Japanese
owner-farmers natural tutors to their Chinese brethren: with a high density
of farming population, the state of Chinese agriculture mirrored that in
Tokugawa Japan and was in sharp contrast with the big-farm mode
of Euro-American agriculture. Similarities between the states of Chinese

56 Nagata Shigeshi, “Ajia Tairiku e no Shinshutsu,” Rikkō Sekai, no. 286 (October 1928): 4.
57 Katō Kanji, “Manshū Imin wa Naze Daimondai Ka,” in Tōa Kensetsu to Nōgyō, ed.

Asahi Shinbunsha (Tokyo: Tokyo Asahi Shinbunsha, 1939), 49–50.
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and Japanese agriculture meant that the Japanese owner-farmers were
more qualified than Westerners to bring progress to the Asian continent.58

Institutional and human connections between Japanese expansion to Brazil
and that to Manchuria were also evident. For example, Umetani Mitsusada, the
first director of the Federation of Overseas Migration Cooperative Societies
that carried out most of the Japanese land acquisition projects in Brazil after
1927, became the head of the migration department of the Kwantung Army in
1932 to orchestrate Japanese migration campaigns and land acquisition in
Manchuria.59 A former governor of Nagano, Umetani was also the one who
provided the crucial financial support for the Aliança project. Nagata Shigeshi,
a founder of Aliança, began to participate in the Manchuria-bound migration
movement in 1932; he would also serve on the planning committee established
by the imperial government that drafted the blueprint for the five-million-
people migration project.60 Under his leadership, the Japanese Striving
Society launched campaigns to send men and women to Java and the
Philippines as the empire expanded into Southeast Asia during World War
II.61 The OverseasWomen’s Association (Kaigai Fujin Kyōkai) that focused on
facilitating the migration of Japanese women to Brazil since the mid-1920s also
gradually shifted its focus from South America to Asia. It began to relocate
Japanese women to Manchuria and China proper in 1935, through either
marriage with local Japanese male setters or employment opportunities.62

The association also responded to the mass migration policy during the late
1930s by vowing to contribute to the construction of a Japan-centric new order
in East Asia.63

While there were important connections between Japanese migration cam-
paigns to Brazil and Manchuria, the latter began in the late 1930s as
a nationwide sociopolitical movement orchestrated by the “total empire,” to
borrow a phrase from Louise Young. As such, the Manchurian campaign
differed substantially from its forerunners; indeed, it marked the culmination
of Japan’s migration-driven expansion, during which the state and civil society
were integrated in an unprecedented scope and depth for the purpose of
achieving the same goal. The Aliança model of collective migration, for
example, remained an outlier in Japanese migration to Brazil. It was the

58 Ishigurō Tadaatsu, “Shintōa Kensetsu to Wa Ga Nōgyō,” in Tōa Kensetsu to Nōgyō, ed.
Asahi Shinbunsha (Tokyo: Tokyo Asahi Shinbunsha, 1939), 72–74.

59 Nagata Shigeshi, “Manshū no Shinano Mura (1),” Rikkō Sekai, no. 347 (November 1933): 21.
60 Nippon Rikkō Kai, Nippon Rikkō Kai, 213. 61 Ibid., 260–273.
62 See “Kaigai Fujin Kyōkai Kankei,” no. 9, Honpō Shakai Jigyō Kankei Zakken, Archive of

Japanese Foreign Ministry, retrieved from Japan Center Asian Historical Records, National
Archives of Japan (Reference code: B04013226500).

63 Ibid. Also see Sidney X. Lu, “Japanese American Migration and the Making of Model Women
for Japanese Expansion in Brazil and Manchuria, 1871–1945,” Journal of World History 28,
nos. 3–4 (December 2017): 461–465.
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rehabilitation movement launched throughout the Japanese countryside in the
1930s that turned the model of Aliança to the principal method of the state’s
choosing. Migrants were collectively recruited and settled in Manchuria
according to their common home villages and prefectures.64

The global depression at the turn of the 1930s triggered a dramatic increase
of land disputes in the Japanese countryside. An increasing number of land-
lords could no longer survive on collecting rent from tenants, thus they began to
take the land back from their tenants in order to farm on their own.65 The
exacerbated tension led the government to accelerate its cultivation of the class
of owner-farmers. The driving force behind Tokyo’s new policies in this era
was agrarianist bureaucrat Ishiguro Tadaatsu, the vice-minister of agriculture
and forestry. Under his leadership, the government ran its rural rehabilitation
program between 1932 and 1935, providing financial and technical aid to
farmers in a thousand villages each year in order to help the owner-farmers.
In 1934, the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry established the Association
for Rural Rehabilitation (Nōson Kōsei Kyōkai), which carried out these poli-
cies at local levels through campaigns of education and suasion. These cam-
paigns were aimed at helping the rural poor to achieve economic independence
and self-sufficiency.66

The owner-farmer-centered nature of the rural rehabilitation program was
evident in the writings of Sugino Tadao, a director of the Association for Rural
Rehabilitation. The rehabilitation program, Sugino argued, was targeted only at
helping the owner-farmers. Through their own labor, the owner-farmers were
able to produce sufficient agricultural products; as such, they could lead a life of
economic independence without being exploited by – or exploiting – others.
These farmers, claimed Sugino, were the true foundation of nation and
empire.67

However, since the landlords maintained a firm grip on political power, the
rural rehabilitation program, like other government programs aimed at redu-
cing rural tensions, accomplished little. Given that land redistribution within
the archipelago was impossible, the overall shortage of land was readily
offered as an explanation for the lack of owner-farmers. The solution, therefore,
lay in land acquisition beyond the archipelago. Malthusian expansionism
allowed the agrarian expansionists to connect the domestic efforts of cultivat-
ing owner-farmers with the campaign of agricultural migration to Manchuria.

64 Young, Japan’s Total Empire, 328, 336. 65 Shōji, Kingendai Nihon no Nōson, 130–136.
66 Hiraga Akihiko, Senzen Nihon Nōgyō Seisakushi no Kenkyū: 1920–1945 (Tokyo: Nihon Keizai
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67 Ibid., 224. Sugino defined these ideal farmers as “chūnō,” literally meaning “middle-class
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Joining hands with longtime agrarian expansionist Katō Kanji, Ishiguro wel-
comed agrarian migration toManchuria as an essential cure for land shortage in
the overpopulated Japanese countryside.68 Japan itself, argued Ishiguro in
1936, was like a tenant farmer on the world stage, rejected for landownership
everywhere due to the stranglehold of white hegemony.69 Accordingly, in
Ishiguro’s imagination, Japan’s expansion into Manchuria was a landless farm-
er’s just demand for land to survive.

More specifically, the impact of the rehabilitation movement differentiated
theManchuria-boundmigration campaign from the empire’s previous waves of
migration-based expansion. Aiming to create owner-farmers through land
rationing, the rehabilitation movement brought about a rash of local initiatives
to define the minimal size of land needed for a farming household to achieve
self-sufficiency. Based on their own calculations, different local authorities
created various standards. Through a nationwide survey, the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry concluded in 1937 that a farming household needed
an average of 1.6 chō (4 acres) of land.70 The Japanese colonial authority in
Manchuria devised its own standard for Japanese farming settlers in 1935,
which was as big as 20 chō.71

These surveys and standards, though invariably arriving at different num-
bers, together vested the logic of Malthusian expansionism with a veneer of
scientific respectability. It presented Japanese land acquisition in Manchuria as
a reasonable action based on objective calculations. Japan’s migration-based
expansion was no longer legitimized only by the growing number of the
empire’s surplus population; it was now also justified by the concrete calcul-
ability of the amount of land these surplus people would actually need. The
scope of Japanese expansion, as this logic went, was entirely driven by the
objective need of the surplus population, as if the expansion would indeed
come to an end if the imagined standard of land per household of all Japanese
farmers was eventually met.

On the other hand, the imperial government showed little interest in setting
a cap on Japanese population growth. Instead, it continued to demand the birth
of more people instead of less. Such a demand was further advanced by the
outbreak of the total war and the mass migration to Manchuria. Worried by
shortages of manpower after millions were drafted into military service,72 the
cabinet issued a guide for making new population policies in 1941, titled The
Principle to Establishing Population Policies (Jinkō Seisaku Kakuritsu Yōkō).
The principle set the goal to increase the Japanese population to one million by

68 Namimatsu, “Nōson Keizaikosei to Ishigurō Tadatsu Hōtoku Shisō to no Kanren o Megutte,”
119–120.

69 Ōtake Keisuke, Ishiguro Tadaatsu no Nōsei Shisō (Tokyo: Nōsan gyoson Bunka Kyōkai,
1984), 194.

70 Young, Japan’s Total Empire, 340–341. 71 Ibid., 343. 72 Ibid., 392–393.
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1960 by lowering the age for legal marriage by three years and having each
couple give birth to five children on average. To this end, it planned policies
like encouraging marriage via governmental financial subsidies, restricting
employment opportunities for women over twenty years old, taxing single
people heavily while reducing the taxes of those with large families, and
banning birth control.73

Past in Present: From “Emigrants” to “Overseas
Compatriots”

In addition to Brazil, the empire’s other experiences of migration-driven
expansion, real or imagined, were also called into service to promote and
legitimize Japanese migration to Asia from the 1930s to 1945. Empire builders
now portrayed the migration of farmer-soldiers to Hokkaido in early Meiji as
a resounding success in order to justify similar programs in Manchuria.74 They
also offered the supposed benevolence of Japanese colonizers toward the Ainu
as evidence that the Japanese expansion in Asia was truly for the purpose of
coexistence and coprosperity.75 In 1936, the imperial government hired histor-
ian Iriye Toraji to author a massive two-volume epic of Japanese overseas
migration that chronicled various Japanese migration activities in different
parts of the world (Hawaiʻi, Southeast Asia, North and South America, etc.)
from the dawn of Meiji to the present. The central message contained in these
over a thousand pages was straightforward: with the glorious past achievement
of overseas expansion and the unprecedented support from the imperial gov-
ernment at present, the empire’s mass migration to Manchuria was destined for
unparalleled future success.76

The efforts in weaving the past and present experiences of Japanese migration-
based expansion culminated in November 1940, when the imperial government
held the Tokyo Conference of the Overseas Compatriots (Kaigai Dōhō Tokyo
Daikai) to celebrate the 2,600th anniversary of the Japanese empire. The con-
ference was attended by Japanese representatives from all over the world. To
downplay the political boundaries between the Japanese inside and outside the
empire’s sphere of influence, the representatives were divided into several sections
solely by geography, including sections for Hawaiʻi, North America, Latin
America, the South Seas, and East Asia. PrimeMinister Konoe Fumimaro chaired

73 Yoshida Tadao, Myōnichi no Jinkō Mondai: “Man’in Nihon” wa Kaishōsareru Ka (Tokyo:
Shakai Shisōsha, 1962), 120–121. Also see Takeda, Political Economy of Reproduction in
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74 Taga Muneyuki, Hokkaido Tondenhei to Manshū (Tokyo: Teikoku Zaikō Gunjinkai Honbu,
1932), 1–2, and 63–65.

75 Takakura Shin’ichirō, Ainu Seisaku Shi (Tokyo: Nihon Hyōronsha, 1942), 1–6.
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the conference and delivered the opening address. Several ministers also contrib-
uted remarks. In addition to holding exhibitions and speeches to glorify the
sacrifices and achievements the overseas Japanese had made, the conference
honored many figures from the overseas communities for their contributions to
the empire. Such recognition and appreciation naturally came with a price: over-
seas Japanese across the globe were all called on to serve the grand mission of the
empire – “eight corners under one roof” (hakkō ichiu). As the speech of Konoe
made it clear, “Our glorious history of overseas expansion has been written by the
blood and sweat of your forefathers . . . and the world has now come to a turning
point. . . .Our empire, under the reign of our emperor, is on a mission to bring true
justice and true happiness to all mankind, as well as uniting the entire world. . . .
Unite, and be ready to make sacrifices!”

The commemoration of the glorious and patriotic history of Japanese
trans-Pacific migration at the 1940 conference was accompanied by an
identity transformation of the overseas Japanese during the total war.
Under the reign of the migration state, Japanese emigrants came to be
hailed as “overseas compatriots” (kaigai dōhō). The identity of “overseas
compatriots” downplayed the difference between the Japanese abroad and
those living in the home archipelago. It transcended time, geography,
generation, social class, and gender by tying every individual of Japanese
ancestry to one sacred mission: the destined expansion of the empire.

This identity transformation was well illustrated by a radio drama that
the Japanese Broadcasting Cooperation (NHK) aired nationwide on
November 9, 1940, a day after the closure of the Tokyo Conference of
the Overseas Compatriots. Titled “Thousands of Miles of Waves” (“Hatō
Banri”), the drama depicted an exchange between several Japanese emigrants
in a third-class cabin of a ship bound overseas, and the conversation took
place when the ship encountered a storm on the sea. Among these passengers,
only one character – a second-generation Japanese American – was specifi-
cally identified. He was depicted as a young man of promise who had just
completed a three-year study period in Japan during the Sino-Japanese War;
proud of being a Japanese American, he decided to return to the United States
in order to carry on the great cause of his forefathers. After showing his
approbation for this nisei, another passenger said, “We used to be called
‘emigrants’ (imin), but now it’s time to completely change this perception
(of the Japanese back home). We went overseas not for material gains, but to
expand the frontier of Japanese people.” In this way, the overseas Japanese
sought to shake off the negative label of “emigrants” and become the
respected “overseas compatriots,” the pioneers of the empire’s global expan-
sion. This sublimation was realized in the drama through a Japanese
American’s affirmation of his loyalty to the empire by coming back to Japan
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for study, then returning to his host country and vowing to contribute to Japan
from abroad.77

This sought-after recognition by the empire and its people, however, had
a price tag. As the passenger continued, “Yet the true overseas development of
our nation will start from now!” After recounting the past pains and sacrifices
of the overseas Japanese, he reminded his audience that Japan had secured the
leadership of East Asia; now the overseas Japanese needed to shoulder more
responsibilities than ever in order to support the empire’s mission. Since none
of the passengers’ destinations were indicated except for the young Japanese
American, the audience could assume that the ship was bound for the United
States. Yet at the end of the drama, when a female passenger turned on a radio in
the cabinet, everyone on board heard “The Song of Patriotic March” (“Aikoku
Kōshin Kyoku”), popularized by a program that was broadcasted from Tokyo
to China and Southeast Asia. The direction of the radio broadcast followed the
route of the empire’s current expansion. The seemingly strange fact that the
song that was broadcast toward China and Southeast Asia was received on
the emigrant ship bound for the United States highlighted the ties between
Japanese migrations to both sides of the Pacific Ocean.78

The drama also carefully demonstrated to its audience that Japanese expan-
sion was a story of women as much as of men. Of the nine characters in the
drama, four were female. Unlike the male characters, who were uniformly
depicted as decisive, courageous, and patriotic, the female characters were
portrayed with a touch of delicacy: they were physically and mentally weaker,
but had the potential to become as strong as their male counterparts. When the
ship encountered a storm and shook severely, three women began to complain
and a young wife even burst into tears and began to regret her decision of giving
up a peaceful life in Japan’s countryside. Disappointed by her weakness, her
husband reminded her that they could achieve success abroad only by over-
coming such hardships. In contrast to those who complained, the fourth
woman, who did not have a single line of dialogue, was in the throes of
labor. She was praised by the men on board as living proof that the strong
spirit existed in the blood of Japanese women. The nisei also brought up the
name of Okei, a fictional female figure in Japanese American history, praising
her as a pioneer of Japanese overseas expansion.79 The drama used the stories
of a pioneering Japanese American woman and a mother silently giving birth
on the ship together to urge Japanese women to leave the overpopulated
archipelago and become mothers and wives on the empire’s overseas
frontiers.80

77 Yamashita Sōen, ed., Hōshuku Kigen Nisenroppyakunen to Kaigai Dōhō (Tokyo: Hōshuku
Kigen Nisenroppyakunen to Kaigai Dōhō Kankō Kai, 1941), 219–221.

78 Ibid., 221–223. 79 Ibid., 220. 80 Ibid., 221–222.
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Conclusion

The history of Japanese community building in Aliança by the Nagano pre-
fecture offers a valuable lens through which one may examine the character-
istics of Japan’s migration-driven expansion during the 1920s and 1930s. First
of all, the establishment of Aliança in the state of São Paulo, Brazil, a brainchild
of expansionists based in Nagano, was the first prefecture-led migration project
in imperial Japan. The success of Aliança ushered in a wave of prefecture-
centered Brazilian migration throughout the archipelago in the latter half of the
1920s. Many prefectural governments, following Nagano’s example, estab-
lished their own Overseas Migration Cooperative Society to promote overseas
expansion. Some also managed to establish exclusive settler communities in
Brazil.

Second, Aliança was also a direct response to the institutionalized racism
against Japanese immigrants in the United States. The architects of Aliança
carefully designed it to exemplify the new model of Japanese settler colonial-
ism. It marked Japanese expansion’s ideological departure from Western
imperialism by advocating the principle of coexistence and coprosperity. The
project of Aliança, followed by other Japanese settler communities established
in Brazil, was to demonstrate the benevolence of the Japanese: the Japanese
expansionists believed that unlike the racist and hypocritical Westerners, the
Japanese would treat the unenlightened people as equals and bring them
genuine peace and progress. Influenced by Japanese agrarianism in the 1920s
and 1930s, the principle of coexistence and coprosperity also grounded itself in
self-sufficiency and mutual aid-centered agricultural production, which was
claimed to be a uniquely Japanese tradition.

Nagano prefecture’s history of migration also offers an example of the
intrinsic connections between Japanese migration to Brazil and later to
Manchuria. State institutions involved in the promotion and management of
migration, at both central and prefectural levels, were first established for
Japanese Brazilian migration but later became engines of mass migration to
Manchuria. Core leaders of Brazilian migration, such as Nagata Shigeshi and
Umetani Tadaatsu, also enthusiastically participated in the government-led
Manchurian migration campaign. The principle of coexistence and coprosper-
ity, first exemplified in Japanese Brazilian communities, was later applied to
Japanese expansion in Manchuria and eventually became the ideological core
of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere.

Ironically, even as the total war drained manpower from the archipelago, the
anxiety of overpopulation continued to legitimize Japan’s migration-driven
expansion. In addition to Brazil, the experiences of migration in Hokkaido
and North America of yesteryear were also reinvoked as justification for the
empire to send more subjects, not fewer, to the Asian continent. When the
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empire collapsed in August 1945, approximately 6.9 million Japanese subjects,
around 9 percent of the entire Japanese population, were living overseas,
mostly in Asia.81 The return of these former settlers and soldiers eventually
paved the way for the restart of a new wave of Japanese overseas migration in
the 1950s. Like the migration waves before 1945, this newwave of migration to
South America was also legitimized byMalthusian expansionism. How did this
new wave of migration start? To what extent was it a continuation of Japan’s
pre-1945 migration-driven expansion? These questions are answered in the
next chapter.

81 Lori Watt, When Empire Comes Home: Repatriation and Reintegration in Postwar Japan
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center, 2009), 2.
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